
InBC is a strategic investment fund with $500 million to 
invest in growing companies and funds demonstrating 
measurable impact for people, planet and profit in B.C.

Approach 
As British Columbia’s strategic investment fund, InBC seeks to be a force for positive change in the 
province. The fund actively collaborates with other investors and partners to grow the capital pool 
and broaden impact. Its goal is to attract, retain and grow companies while delivering on its triple 
bottom line mandate to generate economic, social and environmental returns.

Impact Objectives
InBC investments focus on delivering financial returns, as well as positive economic, social and environmental 
impacts to support a prosperous, sustainable and inclusive future for British Columbia. Investments align with at 
least one impact objective:

Connection to B.C. 
The fund is focused on 
opportunities with strong 
connections to B.C. and actively 
engages across all regions of  
the province.

Unlocking Potential 
InBC seeks to unlock the potential 
that exists in diverse populations, 
geographies and sectors currently 
underserved by existing capital 
sources.

Long-term Impact 
Investments are made to be  
aligned with bold visions and  
triple bottom line objectives, 
including longer time horizons.

    Driving Climate Action
Investing in solutions towards 
net-zero emissions and a 
climate resilient economy.

    Innovating for the Future
Investing in innovations and  
industries for future economic 
growth in B.C.

    Advancing Reconcilation
Investing in solutions that 
strengthen partnerships and 
generate economic opportunities 
for Indigenous Peoples in B.C.

    Elevating Inclusive 
Communities
Investing in solutions to improve 
outcomes for under-represented 
people and communities in B.C.



How InBC Invests
Each investment is individually assessed according to its:

Connect with InBC

Ability to provide a 
financial return

Strong connection to 
B.C.

Alignment to one 
(or more) impact 
objectives

Environmental, social 
and governance 
(ESG) risks

1 2 3 4

Seeking investment? 
Submit your company or fund info at:  
www.inbcinvestment.ca/investment-criteria

Website 
www.inbcinvestment.ca

Media
media@inbcinvestment.ca

Inquiries
info@inbcinvestment.ca

InBC Investment Corp. respectfully acknowledges that it is headquartered on the traditional, unceded territory of the Coast Salish 

peoples – the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish), and səlilwətaɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.

Stay updated 
Subscribe to the InBC newsletter:  
www.inbcinvestment.ca/subscribe

Seed 
Companies that have a concept or 
product in development

Early Stage 
Companies that have a product or 
service in testing, pilot production 
or that has recently become 
commercially available

Later Stage 
Companies that have a product 
or service that is commercially 
available

Fund Investments 
InBC invests in new and established venture funds 
to leverage specialty expertise, increase number of 
investors, and scale capacity and support for a broader 
range of investments. Investments can be up to $10 
million in a single fund, or up to $25 million in a single 
fund manager.

Direct Investments 
InBC invests in companies that are in their scale-up 
phase, demonstrating commercial progress and seeking 
investment to support their growth. Investments are 
approximately $3 to $10 million with potential for 
follow-on capital, and up to a total of $20 million in any 
individual company over time. 

InBC does not invest directly 
in seed stage companies, only 
indirectly through venture funds

InBC invests directly in early stage 
companies; it also invests indirectly 
through venture funds

InBC invests directly in later stage 
companies; it also invests indirectly 
through venture funds

https://www.inbcinvestment.ca/investment-criteria/
https://www.inbcinvestment.ca/
https://www.inbcinvestment.ca/subscribe/

